ABDOMINAL MUSCLE ACTIVATION IN LOW BACK PAIN PATIENTS: A SURFACE EMG STUDY.
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ABSTRACT:

Introduction: Activation of abdominal muscles is essential for ensuring good sacroiliac joint stability. Intramuscular electrodes have been used in past for recording activity of abdominal muscles, however this limits the clinical application of the procedure. Our study compared the strength of abdominal muscle activation in low back pain patients and normal individuals using surface electromyography.

Method: EMG activity of ten normal individuals and ten low back pain patients during unilateral active straight leg raise was recorded using surface electromyography.

Results: Study participants in the experimental group had significantly smaller activation of Transversus abdominis as compared to the control group.

Conclusion: The study supports training of isolated contraction of transversus abdominis for treatment of low back pain.
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INTRODUCTION: The high incidence of low back pain invites for an in depth understanding of the pathomechanics of the human body. The transfer of load from upper extremity and anatomy, normal biomechanics and trunk takes place through the vertebral column, sacroiliac joints, hip joint and passes through the lower extremity to the ground. Out of these the sacroiliac joints present a unique feature. They are vertically oriented joints, yet responsible for transfer of weight to the lower extremities. The stabilization of the SI joint can be increased in two ways. Firstly, by interlocking of the ridges and grooves on the joint surfaces (form closure); secondly, by compressive forces of structures like muscles, ligaments and fascia (force closure)\(^1\). Muscle weakness and insufficient tension of ligaments can lead to diminished compression, influencing load transfer negatively\(^1\). A previous study indicated that patients with LBP had a significantly smaller increase in Transversus Abdominis (TAB) thickness, with isometric leg tasks as compared with controls, on ultrasound measurement. There was no difference for Obliquus
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Internus(OI) or Obliquus Externus(OE). Similar results were found using intramuscular EMG electrodes. People with LBP had less TAB EMG activity with lower limb tasks, and no difference was found between groups for EMG activity for OI or OE\(^3\).

To facilitate screening of a large numbers of subjects, a method which can be easily applied to a clinical population was required. Previous research into TAB activity had involved the use of fine-wire EMG\(^4,5\). This technique required needle insertion into the abdominal wall along with ultrasound guidance and specialized skills to perform the insertion. Therefore this technique was not practical to use in the majority of clinical settings. Surface EMG (sEMG) has been more practical and cost effective method for evaluating muscle activity. A study validated the use of surface EMG for identifying the feed forward activity of TAB and established a reliable electrode site for the same. The aim of this study was to compare the strength of contraction of TAB muscle during its feed forward activation for lower limb movement.

**METHOD:**

Twenty subjects were taken, ten healthy individuals and ten patients with low back pain (age 33.3 years, SD 4.572, weight 44.6 SD 3.777, height 48.5 SD 1.240, BMI 20.198 SD 1.334). All subjects had low adipose tissue around the abdominal area to improve signal integrity. Subjects were excluded if they had gross postural or skeletal abnormalities or neurological conditions. Consent was obtained from the subjects. The subjects were taken in supine lying position. The area of electrode placement was cleaned using a spirit swab. After allowing the skin to dry, pairs of circular Ag/AgCl surface electrodes with a contact diameter of 19 mm were placed with a center to center distance of 34 mm at a site 2cm medial and inferior to the left anterior superior iliac spine\(^4,5\).

**DATA PROCESSING:** The EMG activity was recorded with the above mentioned electrode placement using RMS EMG EP Mark II machine. Baseline activity was defined as a signal of 15\(\mu\)V (SD 4.018). The subjects were asked to perform Active straight leg raise only up to 5 cm above the plinth with left leg\(^6\) . Photograph 1 shows the baseline activity. Photograph 2 shows activity at unilateral active straight leg raise 5 cm above the plinth. To minimize the effect of fatigue, a 30 second rest period was provided between each test procedure. Three readings were obtained for each subject.
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS:
The design used was an experimental study. The mean of the three test results was calculated and considered for analysis. The results were processed using GraphPad InStat3®. Unpaired T test was performed to compare values for normal individuals and low back pain patients.

RESULTS: The mean and standard deviation values for age, height weight and BMI of the subjects are shown in Table 1. Table 1 gives a comparison between the EMG activation of transversus abdominis in normal individuals and low back pain patients.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 . Comparison of EMG activity (µV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EMG activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A significant difference was found in the activation of transversus abdominis between low back pain patients and normal individuals during unilateral leg raise (two tailed P=0.0168).

DISCUSSION: An anatomical study (7,8) showed the presence of cartilage-covered ridges and depressions which are complementary on the auricular surfaces of the sacrum and ilium. These ridges and depressions provide a high coefficient of friction giving stability to the vertically oriented sacroiliac joint, also termed form closure of the joint. Under loaded conditions, further stability is required which is provided by the muscles called force closure. Bilateral contraction of transversus abdominis acts as a corset improving sacroiliac joint stability, also referred as the ‘bracing action’. Effectiveness of load transfer from spine to legs is improved when muscle forces actively compress the SIJ, preventing shear(2).

The current study demonstrated diminished strength of TAB contraction prior to lower limb movement in low back pain patients, a finding that correlates with another study(1). Muscle weakness can lead to diminished compression, influencing load transfer negatively. Consequently continuous strain of pelvic ligaments can lead to pain.

The finding that SIJ stability increased even with slight muscle activity(2) supports the concept of feed-forward activation of TAB. A previous study revealed that TAB is the first muscle to get activated prior to any sacroiliac joint stability, also referred as the ‘bracing action’. Effectiveness of load transfer from spine to legs is improved when muscle forces actively compress the SIJ, lower extremity or upper extremity movement(4).

Another study focused on isolated transversus abdominis activation and its contribution to lumbo-pelvic stability. The rationale was found to be effective for chronic low back pain (LBP) and could be included in management of many other pathologies of the lower and upper limb and also for prophylaxis in pain-free subjects. It also stated that altered timing of the transversus abdominis leads to poor core stability(10). This emphasizes the importance of exercises directed towards specific transversus abdominis activation. These exercises are effective in the treatment of patients with chronic LBP attributable to a number of diagnoses(11).
Exercise techniques that promote independent contraction of the transversely oriented abdominal muscles (in co-contraction with multifidus)\(^{(12)}\) have been found to have beneficial effects in relieving pain and disability in patients with chronic LBP \(^{(11)}\) and lowering recurrence rates after an acute pain episode\(^{(12, 13)}\).

The current study provides an electrophysiological evidence to the diminished strength of transversus abdominis muscle in low back pain patients. This consequently leads to diminished bracing action, resulting in insufficient stabilization of sacroiliac joint.

A training of isolated transversus abdominis contraction should therefore be incorporated in the management of low back pain.

**CONCLUSION:** The study revealed a significant difference between the activation of transversus abdominis in low back pain patients as compared to normal individuals, emphasizing upon the training of isolated transversus abdominis contraction as a treatment for low back pain.
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**KEY NOTES**

- Stability of sacroiliac joint is essential for transfer of forces from spine to lower extremity.
- Transversus abdominis acts as a corset to provide compression at sacroiliac joint, thus improving its stability.
- Strength of activation of transversus abdominis is diminished in low back pain patients.
- Isolated training of transversus abdominis should therefore be incorporated in management of low back pain.
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